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The current controlled modulation of nano-contact based spin torque oscillator (STO) pairs is studied in both the
synchronized and non-synchronized states. The synchronized state shows a well behaved modulation and demonstrates
robust mutual locking even under strong modulation. The power distribution of the modulation sidebands can be
quantitatively described by assuming asingle oscillator model. However, in the non-synchronized state,the modulation
sidebands are not well described by the model, indicating interactions between the two individual nano-contact STOs.
These findings are promising for potential applications requiring the modulation of large synchronized STO arrays.

PACS numbers: 72.25.Ba, 75.75.+a, 75.20.−g, 85.75.−d

Spin Torque Oscillators (STOs) are attracting a rapidly
growing interest due to their potential use in future microwave
and memory applications.1–3 The principle of the STO op-
eration is based on the transfer of spin angular momentum
from a spin polarized current to the local magnetization of
a thin magnetic layer.4,5 The effect is typically achieved in a
nanoscale device (∼ 100 nm in lateral size) in which a large
current density (∼ 108 A/cm2) can generate a precession of
the magnetization. This precession is then detected by the os-
cillation of the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) or tunneling
magnetoresistance (TMR) of the device.

However, the low output power of the STOs still limits
their use in actual applications. A promising way to increase
the STO output power is the synchronization of separate
nano-contact STOs that share a common magnetic layer.6,7

Spin waves generated beneath each nano-contact propagate in
the common layer providing a coupling mechanism that can
phase-lock the oscillators and coherently sum their individ-
ual amplitudes.8–11 Furthermore, it is imperative to demon-
strate that the signal from several synchronized STOs can
be modulated without perturbing, or even unlocking, the
synchronized state. While the modulation of single nano-
contact based STOs has been both studied theoretically12,13

and demonstrated experimentally14,15and the literature on the
theoretical aspects of STO synchronization has been growing
steadily,9–12,16–26neither experimental nor theoretical studies
of modulated synchronized STOs have been presented.

In this work we study the current controlled modulation of
nano-contact based STO pairs in their synchronized and non-
synchronized states. In the non-synchronized state the indi-
vidual STOs are modulated independently and exhibit sepa-
rate sidebands that are not well modeled using prior modu-
lation theories. We ascribe this discrepancy to interactions
between the STOs. However, the modulation of the synchro-
nized state is well behaved and can be quantitatively explained
assuming asingle STO model. Additionally, the robustness of
the synchronization, even under strong modulation, is encour-
aging for future applications based on the modulation of large
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Current dependence of the free-running nano-
contact STO pair: (a) Map of the peak power versus frequency and
applied current biasIdc. Peak power is expressed in dB over the
noise floor. Inset shows a schematic cross-section of the twonano-
contacts on a GMR spin-valve mesa. (b) Normalized integrated
power,P/I2dc and (c) linewidth versusIdc, where the data below
the synchronization transition (Idc < 54 mA) is given by triangles
and squares for the lower and higher frequency peaks respectively,
and within the synchronized region (Idc > 54 mA) by circles. Verti-
cal dashed lines indicate the three operating points,Idc = 51, 57 and
60 mA, used to compare modulation in the non-synchronized and
synchronized states.

STO arrays.
The particular device studied in this work has two nano-

contacts, nominally 80 nm in diameter, with 400 nm center-
to-center separation (see schematic cross-section in the inset
in Fig. 1(a)). Such nanocontact based STO pairs have been
described in detail in Ref. 7.

The low frequency (100 MHz) modulating current is in-
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jected from an RF source to the STO via a circulator. Thedc
bias current is fed to the device by a precision current source
(Keithley 6221) through a 0-40 GHz bias tee connected in
parallel with the transmission line. The signal is then am-
plified using a broadband 16-40 GHz, +22 dB microwave am-
plifier, and finally detected by a spectrum analyzer (Rohde &
Schwarz FSU46). For more details see Ref. 15. All measure-
ments were performed in a magnetic field of 10 kOe applied
at an angle of 66◦ to the film plane to both maximize the out-
put power27 and ensure that a single, propagating, spin wave
mode is excited.28–30

Fig. 1(a) shows the power spectral density (PSD) of the
STO signal as a function of drive currentIdc. A clear tran-
sition from a non-synchronized two-signal regime to a single
synchronized state can be observed at aboutIdc = 54 mA,
where the total normalized powerP/I2

dc
approximately dou-

bles from 43 nW/A2 to 91.1 nW/A2 [Fig. 1(b)], and the aver-
age linewidth drops significantly [Fig. 1(c)]. The doublingof
the total output power indicates that the amplitudes from the
individual nano-contacts add coherently, and in phase, andthe
decrease in average linewidth is consistent with an increase in
the precessional mode volume, rendering thermal fluctuations
less effective in perturbing the precession orbit.6,7,31,32

For the modulation experiment below, we chose three oper-
ating points well within the non-synchronized (Idc = 51 mA)
and synchronized (Idc = 57 and 60 mA) regimes, respec-
tively, indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 1(a). Operating points
within the synchronized regime were selected to match local
minimum of linewidth (Idc = 57 mA) and local maximum of
integrated power (Idc = 60 mA). Modulation was studied up
to a maximum modulation current ofIm = 3 mA to ensure
that the STO pair stays within a given state at all times during
modulation for operating points atIdc = 51 and 57 mA. For
the operating point atIdc = 60 mA modulation was studied
up toIm = 4.5 mA.

Fig. 2 shows the result of current modulation. The free-
running STO spectra [Fig. 2(a)] develop a number of side-
bands equally spaced around each carrier signal [Fig. 2(b)]. In
the non-synchronized state, it is possible to identify all side-
bands as belonging to either the low-frequency carrier (“A”)
or the high-frequency carrier (“B”). In the synchronized state,
the sidebands look remarkably similar to what one would ex-
pect from a single STO and there is no indication of any un-
locking. This is further emphasized by plotting color maps of
the resulting PSD as a function ofIm [Fig. 2(c) and (d)]. In
particular, the synchronized state shows very sharp and well
formed sidebands at all investigated modulation currents.

Fig. 3 shows the integrated output power of the carrier (tri-
angles) and the first order upper (squares) and lower (cir-
cles) sidebands. Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows data for the non-
synchronized regime where there is a substantial difference
in the sidebands of peak “B”, indicating rather strong non-
linearities for this STO. In the synchronized regime, on the
other hand, the first-order sideband amplitudes are found to
be nearly equal, indicating a highly linear behavior off (Idc).
This possibly suggests that the non-linearities of the individ-
ual STOs can be averaged out once they synchronize. The
amplitude modulation is also found to be negligible for the
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) PSD of the free-running STO forIdc = 51
mA (A, B) and 57 mA; (b) Same spectra when a modulating current
(Im = 1.5 mA, fm = 100 MHz) is added. “A” and “B” denote
the individual STO signals in the non-synchronized state. (c) and
(d) show color maps of the PSD vs.Im in the non-synchronized and
synchronized states, respectively. Color scale is identical to Fig. 1(a).
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Integrated power of the carrier (triangles) and
the first order upper (squares) and lower (circles) sidebands for (a)
Peak A and (b) Peak B forIdc = 51 mA and (c) forIdc = 57 mA. Inset
in (c) shows experimental and calculated values of integrated power
for Idc = 60 mA. Solid lines represent the corresponding calculated
integrated power from NFAM theory.

first-order sidebands. However, when analyzing higher or-
der sidebands, for which amplitude modulation should have
a stronger impact,13 we indeed observed a measurable differ-
ence (not shown), consistent with the amplitude nonlinearity
aroundIdc = 57 mA [Fig. 1(b)].

Following the method developed in Ref. 15 we now use the
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free-running STO characteristics [Fig. 1] to calculate thethe-
oretically expected sidebands from a combined nonlinear fre-
quency and amplitude modulation (NFAM) theory13,15 with-
out any free parameters. In the synchronized state [Fig. 3(c)],
we essentially find perfect agreement between experiment
and calculations, which further corroborates that two syn-
chronized STOs behave as a single STO under modulation.
In the non-synchronized state, on the other hand, experi-
ment and calculations show much less convincing agreement
[Fig. 3(a) and (b)]. We ascribe this discrepancy to strong
interaction between the two nano-contact STOs even in the
non-synchronized state. The interaction (and mutual phase
locking) under modulation can be qualitatively investigated by
following the procedure of Ref. 12 (section VI.B) for similar
nano-contacts considering that the individual STOs are mod-
ulated (Eq. 35)

dΨ

dt
= 2π∆f − 2µν∆Γ(p) cos(2πfmt)−∆2 sin(Ψ), (1)

whereΨ is the instantaneous phase difference between the
oscillators,∆f is the frequency mismatch,µ = Im/Idc, ν
is the dimensionless nonlinear frequency shift,∆Γ(p) is the
difference in the power dependent restoration rate, and∆2

is the phase locking bandwidth. In the free-running case
(µ = 0), Eq. 1 reduces to Eq. 65(b) in Ref. 12, and describes
the regimes of mutual phase locking (2π∆f < ∆2), mutual
frequency pulling (2π∆f > ∆2) and non-interacting STOs
(2π∆f ≫ ∆2). In the mutual frequency pulling regime,
the solution of Eq. 1, although unbounded, has a characteris-
tic beat frequency which corresponds to themeasured ∆f .33

Using the experimental data in Fig. 2(a), we can estimate
this beat frequency to lie between100 − 160 MHz in the
modulated region aroundIdc = 51 mA. As a consequence,
even in the free-running case, the two STOs are intrinsically
self-modulated, or intermodulated, by their mutual interac-
tion. Since the NFAM calculation as its starting point as-
sumes an entirely non-modulated free-running state, it fails
to accurately predict the modulated sideband powers in a situ-
ation where intrinsic mutual modulation both affects the free-
running state, and through Eq. 1 continues to affect the mod-
ulated state in a highly non-trivial fashion.

The free-running synchronized state, on the other hand, is
characterized by a constantΨ = Ψ0, without any mutual
modulation. Linearizing Eq. 1 aroundΨ0, we get for the mod-
ulated state,

Ψ ≈ Ψ0 +
2µν∆Γ(p)

∆2

2
+ (2πfm)2

(2πfm sin(2πfmt)

+∆2 cos(2πfmt)), (2)

where the second term introduces a small time-varying phase
difference between the synchronized STOs. As long as this
term is small, the extrinsic modulation has no impact on the
synchronized state, and NFAM for a single STO is applicable.
However, Eq. 2 suggests that there should exist a modulation
strength,µ, for which the driven variation inΨ, (∆Ψ) be-
comes larger than its thermal fluctuation and deviations from
NFAM theory could potentially be observed. A further in-
crease ofµ may even unlock the oscillators when∆Ψ > π in

which case phase slips occur. Since we observe good agree-
ment with NFAM theory, we argue that under a modulation of
Im = 4.5 mA atfm = 100 MHz, ∆Ψ is negligible.

In conclusion, we have studied frequency modulation of
nano-contact based spin torque oscillator pairs. In the non-
synchronized state, the individual STOs are modulated sepa-
rately and exhibit a complex sideband behavior, which we as-
cribe to interactions between the two nano-contact STOs not
considered by NFAM. At the same time the synchronized state
demonstrates outstanding stability under modulation. In ad-
dition, the modulated response of synchronized STOs shows
remarkable agreement with NFAM theory derived forsingle
STOs. Synchronized STOs can consequently both be modu-
lated and modeled in a straightforward way as they behave as
ordinary single RF oscillators at the investigated modulation
frequency. We believe these results are important for the con-
tinued development of communication and signal processing
applications based on spin torque oscillators.
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